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Abstract: We study quantum optical properties of a dipole emitter coupled
to a rectangular nanoscale waveguide with dielectric core and silver
cladding. We investigate enhanced spontaneous emission and the photonic
Lamb shift for emitters whose resonant frequencies are near the waveguide
frequency cutoff where the waveguide behaves as an ɛ-near-zero
metamaterial. Via a dyadic Green’s function-based field quantization
scheme, we calculate the photonic Lamb shift as well as the spontaneous
emission enhancement and spectrum. Using realistic parameters for typical
quantum emitters, we suggest experimentally realizable schemes to observe
relatively large photonic Lamb shifts in waveguides.
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1. Introduction
Metamaterials are artificial photonic structures with sub-wavelength features defined by the
arrangements and interactions of the sub-wavelength elements and their interactions with
electromagnetic field [1]. By rationally arranging these elements, one can create effective
media with prescribed values of the electric permittivity ɛ and magnetic permeability µ.
Metamaterials can give rise to interesting applications such as a “superlens” that overcomes
the diffraction limit [2], design of optical cloaks [3], and light stopping [4]. Specific to our
focus here, one can design the real part of the dielectric constant to have epsilon near zero
(ENZ) near the waveguide frequency cutoff of a rectangular metallic waveguide with a
dielectric core (Fig. 1) [5]. ENZ waveguides can enable interesting applications, such as
supercoupling [6], antenna to waveguide coupling [7], and spontaneous emission
enhancement which is insensitive to the emitter position within the waveguide [8].
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As the frequency of fundamental mode of a waveguide approaches cutoff, the propagation
constant approaches zero value, implying infinite effective wavelength, as demonstrated in
the microwave [9] and visible [10] frequency ranges. This property makes ENZ waveguides
attractive for observation of the cooperative behavior of quantum emitters, such as strong
dipole-dipole interactions and superradiance [11]. In homogeneous electromagnetic media,
the wavelength defines the spatial scale at which the interaction between emitters is
significant: a very large wavelength implies a very low frequency. Near the waveguide cutoff
frequency, the waveguide mode has extremely extended wavelength while its frequency may
lie within an optical or telecom band [10]. Interestingly, near frequency cutoff in a rectangular
metal waveguide with dielectric core, the group velocity assumes small values [6]. Slow light
waveguides are of interest for quantum optics applications, since they enable one to attain
high spontaneous emission enhancement [12]. For a lossless waveguide, the Purcell factor is
inversely proportional to the group velocity of the waveguide mode [13]. In case of ENZ
waveguide, one observes a significant enhancement of the local density of optical states
(LDOS) in the dielectric core [10]. It has long been known that the spontaneous decay rate is
not an intrinsic property of the emitter, but is function of the local density of optical states
(LDOS) of the media to which it is coupled [14]. Coupling an emitter to an environment with
tailored LDOS may substantially modify its decay rate, compared to its decay rate in free
space [15–17]. ENZ waveguides are potentially useful in practical applications of
spontaneous emission enhancement since the LDOS enhancement at the frequency cutoff
does not vary along the waveguide length [10]. For further practical applications of ENZ
waveguides, which imply embedding multiple quantum emitters in the waveguide core, it is
important to know how the LDOS varies in the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the waveguide. It is also important to understand how varying geometrical parameters of the
waveguide affects the spontaneous emission enhancement in the waveguide core.
The LDOS inside the waveguide core is a relatively rapidly-varying function of frequency
near waveguide cutoff. It is known from photonic crystal theory that photonic band edge,
where the photonic density of states varies abruptly, has a strong influence on
electrodynamics of excited atoms in the photonic crystal, yielding enhanced quantum
interference in spontaneous emission [18], nonclassical decay [19], and the Lamb shift [20].
The discovery [21] and explanation [22] of the vacuum Lamb shift lies at the foundations of
modern quantum electrodynamics (QED). The Lamb shift is manifest as a resonant frequency
shift of the emitter caused by the coupling of the bound electron to the vacuum modes. The
Lamb shift for the hydrogen atom in an inverse-opal photonic crystal can be calculated [23].
The authors of Ref [23]. have assessed the vacuum and photonic contributions to the overall
Lamb shift. By analyzing the 1s → 2p transition in the hydrogen, it has been shown that
photonic Lamb shift in a photonic crystal may exceed the vacuum Lamb shift by one or two
orders of magnitude, depending on the spatial position of the atom and the photonic lattice
constant. Direct observation of the photonic Lamb shift in a photonic crystal has also been
reported [24], where the photonic Lamb shift was measured as an emission frequency
difference between a plain glass reference sample and a YbO3:Eu3+ inverse opal. The reported
photonic Lamb shift was 0.9 nm at a wavelength of 710 nm. These experimental results
showed good agreement with theoretical predictions [20]. Further, energy level shifts of the
atoms, induced by a planar metal surface have been previously calculated [25]: the photonic
Lamb shift becomes significant around the surface plasmon resonance frequency, and it
changes its sign when crossing the resonance. Recently photonic Lamb shifts induced by a
metamaterial slab waveguide have been calculated, and their rich frequency characteristics
have been reported [12]. In this context it is interesting to understand the photonic Lamb shift
for quantum emitters embedded in an ENZ waveguide.
In the present work, we employ a dyadic Green’s function-based field quantization
scheme [26] to analyze the spontaneous emission enhancement, photonic Lamb shifts, and
spontaneous emission spectrum for a quantum dipole emitter coupled to a rectangular ENZ
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waveguide with dielectric core and silver cladding (see Fig. 1). By using the concept of the
two-dimensional Green’s function [27], we analyze how the coupling efficiency varies with
changes in the resonant frequency or dipole moment orientation of the emitter. Further, using
finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations we explore the dependence of dipole
spontaneous emission enhancement on the waveguide geometry and emitter spatial position.
Finally, we discuss the induced photonic Lamb shifts and spontaneous emission spectrum
from the waveguide-emitter coupled system. By using realistic quantum emitter parameters,
we show that nanoscale ENZ waveguides are a promising platform for observation of large
photonic Lamb shifts.

Fig. 1. Rectangular waveguide with dielectric core and metal cladding.

2. Mode structure and LDOS variation in the waveguide core
From one viewpoint, light propagation in a waveguide near cutoff (Fig. 1) can be viewed as
analogous to light transmission in subwavelength apertures. Transmission through
subwavelength holes [28] has been widely investigated via different numerical techniques,
such as the method of lines [29], FDTD and finite element methods [30] that allow one to
define the eigenmodes of the structures and their main characteristics. It has been shown that
for optical frequencies, where the perfect conductor approximation is not valid for metals,
characteristics of the mode significantly change, compared to the cases when metals can be
described as perfect electric conductors (PEC) [29]. For example at optical frequencies, the
waveguide fundamental mode cutoff frequency considerably red shifts compared to the case
of a waveguide composed of PEC walls. When analyzing the behavior of a dipole emitter it is
important to know to which waveguide modes it will preferentially couple to, depending on
the dipole orientation and its spatial location. To address this issue, we use the two
dimensional LDOS formulation [27]. The three-dimensional LDOS ρ (r ) is defined via the
  
dyadic Green’s function in the frequency domain G (r , r ′, ω ) . The directional LDOS ρ n i , that

is the density of states to which the ni oriented dipole may couple (also referred to as partial
LDOS) is given as [31]

ρn =
i

   
6ω 
n Im G (r , r ) ni (i = x, y, z ),
2 i
πc

(1)

where ω is the frequency of the electromagnetic field, and c is the speed of light in the
vacuum. In Eq. (1), an inner product is taken on both sides of the dyadic Green’s function.
The two-dimensional partial LDOS ρ n2iD is defines as a spatial Fourier transform of the threedimensional partial LDOS ρ n i


ρ n2 D (r , k z , ω ) =
i

∞

e

−∞

− i kz z



ρ n (r , ω ) dz.
i

(2)



Here kz is the z projection of the wave vector k , and r = ( x, y ) . For a structure that is

translationally invariant in z direction, due to the boundary conditions imposed on the
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electromagnetic fields, the z projection of the wave vector is a propagation constant. It has
been previously demonstrated that the two-dimensional LDOS formulation is a powerful tool
for finding the waveguide modes and defining their main characteristics [27]. One of the
advantages of this method is that it straightforwardly extracts the kz-resolved information. We
use the boundary element method (BEM) [32, 33] to calculate the two-dimensional LDOS of
an infinite waveguide. In the BEM, calculations are performed in the frequency domain, and
the only assumption is that the different materials in the structure are described by frequencydependent local dielectric functions and the form abrupt interfaces with adjacent materials.
Using the BEM, the electromagnetic field in each homogeneous region is expressed as a
function of auxiliary boundary charges and currents. After boundary conditions are applied, a
set of linear integrals is obtained and solved by discretization. The silver cladding of the
rectangular waveguide (see Fig. 1) is characterized by a frequency-dependent complex
refractive index imported to the BEM simulation as tabulated data from Palik [34]. It is
assumed that the waveguide exterior is in air and the refractive index of the dielectric core is
taken as nd = 1.49.
In Fig. 2 we plot the two-dimensional density of states ρ2D as a function of frequency and
waveguide mode effective index neff = Re(kz/k0) for an infinite rectangular waveguide with
width wx = 240 nm and height wy = 80 nm. Here k0 = ω / c is the absolute value of the wave
vector in free space. The two-dimensional LDOS is calculated at the center position of the
waveguide cross-section (x = 0, y = 0). The thickness of the silver wall d is taken as d =
150nm. Figures 2(b)–2(d) display x, y, and z projections of the two-dimensional LDOS,
respectively. The total two-dimensional LDOS, which is obtained by averaging over different
emitter dipole orientations, ρ 2 D = ( ρ n2xD + ρ n2yD + ρ n2zD ) / 3 , is depicted in Fig. 2(a). Both total
and partial two-dimensional LDOSs are normalized to the total two-dimensional density of
optical states in free space ρ02 D = ω / (π c 2 ) . The insets of Fig. 2 show the spatial distribution
of the electric field intensity, in a cross-section perpendicular to the waveguide direction.
Even though the two-dimensional LDOS formulation does not allow one to define
polarizations of the modes explicitly, it can be easily seen that the main contribution to the
two-dimensional LDOS comes from ρ y2D . In the near field, in the small solid angle around

the dipole axis, the radiation is predominantly longitudinal, thus the field is y polarized [31].
As one can see from the inset of Fig. 2(c), the mode generated by the y polarized dipole is
strongly enhanced around the upper and lower walls of the waveguide. Figure 2 shows that,
for frequencies below 2.9 eV, the waveguide supports a single mode with frequency cutoff at
1.18 eV. This implies that for frequencies below the cutoff frequency no mode is supported
by the waveguide and the mode propagation length should tend to zero when approaching the
cutoff [29]. However, for a finite-length waveguide (not considered here), the group velocity
adopts small but nonzero values [6]. At the frequency cutoff the effective index of the mode
assumes zero value while the field frequency remains finite. This counterintuitive situation
arises due to structural dispersion relation of the waveguide.
We expect to observe a three-dimensional LDOS enhancement at the waveguide
frequency cutoff, so we have investigated the dependence of the three-dimensional LDOS
enhancement on waveguide geometry using full-wave finite difference time domain
numerical simulations. We place a dipole source in the dielectric cladding of the waveguide
and calculate the scattered field at the position of the dipole. The validity of the numerical
results is verified by calculating the power radiated by the dipole by using a small box of
frequency domain power monitors around the dipole.
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Fig. 2. The two-dimensional LDOS enhancement as a function of the field frequency (given in
the eV units) and effective index. Figure 2(a) shows enhancement of the the total twodimensional LDOS which is obtained by averaging over different emitter dipole orientations.
The two vertical lines represent light lines in air (neff = 1) and in the dielectric core (neff = 1.49),
correspondingly. In Figs. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) we plot x, y, and z projections of the twodimensional LDOS, respectively, normalized to the total two-dimensional LDOS of the free
space. The insets of Figs. 2(b)–2(d) show field profiles of the waveguide modes, that is, the
spatial distribution of the electric field intensity, supported in the different regions of the
dispersion relation.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the three-dimensional LDOS enhancement as a function of
frequency for different widths of an infinite waveguide with the height of wy = 80 nm. Figures
3(a) and 3(b) correspond to the cases when the LDOS is calculated in the center of the
waveguide and 10 nm away from the upper waveguide wall, correspondingly. The dashed
line represents the LDOS enhancement in the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) slab waveguide
[35, 36], corresponding to the limiting case wx → ∞. In this case the fundamental mode of
the waveguide does not exhibit a frequency cutoff [37]. Figure 3(a) indicates that the cutoff
wavelength red shifts with increasing waveguide width. Figure 3(b) shows that besides
observing an LDOS enhancement at the frequency cutoff, we also observe substantial
increase of the LDOS around surface plasmon frequency ωsp = ω p / 1 + nd2 that in our case
corresponds to the energy of 3.27eV. Interestingly, for these high frequencies, the LDOS
enhancement does not depend on the width of the waveguide since it arises from coupling to
short-lived lossy modes supported by the silver walls. Figure 3(a) also indicates that the
LDOS enhancement at the frequency cutoff increases with the width of the waveguide. We
attribute this phenomenon to the decreased losses observed in waveguides with larger aspect
ratio. When the waveguide length is finite (not shown here), due to reflection from the
waveguide edges, Fabry-Perot-type longitudinal mode features arise in the LDOS.
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Fig. 3. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the enhancement of the partial three-dimensional LDOS,
ρy/ρ0y, in the center of the waveguide for an infinite waveguide with fixed height wy = 80 nm
and different widths wx such that wx:wy = 1,2,34. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) plot the enhancement of
the partial three-dimensional LDOS, ρy/ρ0y, in 80 × 240 nm waveguide as a function of
frequency and (c) distance from the waveguide center in y direction, (d) distance from the
waveguide center in x direction. For both plots the zero value on the abscess axis corresponds
to the emitter in the center of the waveguide, while the upmost right value of the abscissa axis
corresponds to the case when the emitter is 8nm away from the metal walls.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that the coupling strength to different eigenmodes for a dipole
emitter embedded in the waveguide core may substantially vary depending on the position of
the emitter. To get a more thorough picture, we plot the y projection of the three-dimensional
LDOS in 80 × 240 nm waveguide as a function of frequency and the dipole displacement
from the waveguide axis [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) assume displacement
in x and y directions, correspondingly. When the dipole approaches the waveguide walls the
contribution of the short-lived lossy modes supported by silver walls increases. Figure 3(d)
indicates that when an emitter is moved from the waveguide center in the x direction, it can
couple to a mode at around 2 eV which is not available for emitters in the center of the
waveguide. Comparison of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) shows that for small emitter-metal separations
one can attain a higher spontaneous emission enhancement around the surface plasmon
frequency than around the cutoff frequency. However, there are certain important features of
excitation near the cutoff frequency of the waveguide that are not available around surface
plasmon frequency. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) demonstrate that the LDOS enhancement around
cutoff frequency is insensitive to emitter position over a reasonably large area of the cross
section perpendicular to the waveguide direction. Moreover, around the cutoff frequency, the
LDOS enhancement does not vary along the waveguide (for a finite waveguide) [10]. This
implies that one does not need to be concerned with precise positioning of emitters, which can
be very technologically challenging to implement in an experiment. Importantly, the
waveguide cutoff frequency can be easily tuned by conveniently choosing a geometry that
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exhibits ENZ behavior for the frequencies corresponding to typical quantum emitter resonant
frequencies that may lie in the visible or telecommunications band.
3. Spontaneous emission spectrum and photonic Lamb shifts

We calculate the associated photonic Lamb shifts and spontaneous emission power spectrum
for an emitter embedded in the dielectric core of the waveguide. We employ macroscopic
quantum electrodynamic techniques which are well suited to describe a quantum emitter
coupled to a dispersive and lossy environment [26]. It is known that the real part of the dyadic
  
 
Green's function G (r , r ′, ω ) diverges at r = r ′ . Hence for an inhomogeneous environment, it
 


is convenient to represent the Green’s function as G = G hom + G scatt , where G hom is the
analytically known (divergent) expression for the Green’s function in a conveniently chosen

homogeneous environment (for example, free space or homogeneous dielectric), while G scatt
is the contribution originating due to scattering of the radiation from the inhomogeneous
structure. The Lamb shift induced by a homogeneous medium can be incorporated in the
definition of the resonant frequency of the emitter, and we calculate the photonic Lamb shift
induced by the scattering part of the Green's function [12]:


 scatt  
(r0 , r0 , ω ))d
2 d Re(G
(3)
,
ΔωL = −k0
ε 0


where r0 defines the spatial position of the emitter, d is the transition dipole moment of the
emitter,  – the reduced Planck constant, ε 0 – the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum.
Equation (3) has been derived without application of Markov and rotating wave
approximations, hence, it is applicable both in strong and weak interaction limits [38]. The
photonic Lamb shift is proportional to the square of the dipole moment of the emitter hence a
large dipole moment is a desirable characteristic of the emitter.
Narrow homogeneous linewidths and large dipole moment are characteristic of both
interface-fluctuation quantum dots (QDs), such as GaAs QDs, and self-assembled QDs, such
as In0.60Ga0.40As/GaAs QDs [39]. For interface fluctuation QDs a homogeneous linewidth of
5.6 GHz and dipole moments of d = 50–100 D (1D≈3.33564 × 10−30 C·m) has been measured
while for self-assembled QDs a homogeneous linewidth of 0.44 GHz and dipole moment of d
= 25–35 D have been measured.
As a check, we calculate the photonic Lamb shift relative to free space induced by a semiinfinite silver sheet as a function of the resonant frequency of the emitter [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]
[25]. We assume that the dipole emitter is suspended in the air above the silver sheet and its
dipole moment is perpendicular to the sheet surface. The dipole moment of the emitter is
chosen as d = 75 D, typical for self-assembled QDs. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent the cases
when the emitter is 40 nm and 10 nm above the metal-air interface, correspondingly. For an
emitter-metal distance of 40 nm, the relative photonic Lamb shift is of the order of
| δω | /ω = 10−6 , while for an emitter distance of 10 nm, the photonic Lamb shift attains values
of the order of | δω | /ω = 10−4 over a wide frequency range.
We next investigated the photonic Lamb shifts (the frequency shift relative to
homogeneous dielectric environment with nd = 1.49 ) induced by an infinite length
rectangular waveguide with height equal to wy = 80 nm and different widths (see Fig. 1). The
dipole moment of the emitter (d = 75 D) is oriented in y direction. Figure 4(c) plots the
photonic Lamb shift as a function of frequency for different aspect ratios of the waveguide,
assuming that the emitter is placed in the center of the waveguide. The black dashed line
corresponds to the case of the MIM waveguide. Figure 4(c) shows that the absolute value of
the photonic Lamb shift peaks at the frequency cutoff of the waveguide. Around the
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waveguide frequency cutoff, the relative Lamb shift for an emitter in the waveguide center
attains a value of | δω | /ω = 7 × 10−5 . This value can be considerably increased by reducing
the waveguide height or by placing the dipole emitter closer to the metal wall. Figure 4(d)
shows the photonic Lamb shift when the emitter is 10 nm away from the upper wall of the
waveguide. In this case, waveguides with different aspect ratios lead to practically identical
results. Over a wide frequency range, the relative photonic Lamb shift attains a value of the
order of | δω | /ω = 10−4 . On the other hand, for larger emitter-metal separations, the photonic
Lamb shift around the cutoff frequency is comparable to that observed around the surface
plasmon frequency [see Fig. 4(c)]. Thus, an ENZ waveguide allows one to obtain relatively
large photonic Lamb shifts for frequencies of interest at larger emitter-metal separations,
where the nonradiative decay rate is lower than at positions closer to the metal surface.
The photonic Lamb shift should manifest itself in the power spectrum emitted from the
quantum emitter-waveguide coupled system. Hence we calculated the power spectrum of the
spontaneous emission from an emitter embedded in the waveguide core which, according to
Wiener-Khintchine theorem, is given in terms of the two-time correlation function of the

radiation field [40]. The spontaneous emission power spectrum S ( R, ω ) can be expressed via
dyadic Greens’s functions as follows [12]
   
2

k02 d G ( R, r0 , ω )(ω + ω0 ) / ε 0
 

S ( R, ω ) = 2
,
(4)
 
ω0 − iγ ω − ω 2 − 2k02ω0 d G scatt (r0 , r0 , ω ) d / (ε 0 )


where R defines the spatial position of the detector, r0 gives the position of the quantum
emitter, ω 0 - its resonant frequency, and γ - phenomenological decay rate to account for

different broadening mechanisms not contained in G scatt . To facilitate experimental
observation of the photonic Lamb shift in photoluminescence experiments, the quantum
emitter should have a sufficiently narrow emission linewidth inside the photonic medium.
Using expression (4), we calculate the spontaneous emission spectrum from a quantum
emitter embedded in the center of a 1.5 µm long rectangular waveguide. The dipole moment
of the emitter is oriented in y direction. The detector that measures the radiation is placed
along the longitudinal symmetry axis (z axis) of the waveguide, 250 nm away from the
waveguide edge. The parameter γ is taken as γ/(2π) = 5.6 GHz. Figures 4(e) and 4(f) display
spontaneous emission spectra for emitters embedded in the centers of waveguides with cross
sections of 80 × 160 nm and 40 × 160 nm, correspondingly. In the both cases the resonant
frequency of the emitters is chosen to be around the waveguide cutoff frequency, f0 = 375
THz and f0 = 328 THz, respectively. Note that Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) are the only one in the
present work that describe finite length rather than infinitely long waveguides. The blue curve
shows the power spectrum of an emitter coupled to the waveguide, while the red curve
corresponds to the case of the emitter embedded in a homogeneous dielectric (nd = 1.49). The
emitter-detector configuration is assumed to be the same in both cases. The power spectrum
in the homogeneous dielectric medium is scaled with respect to the power spectrum of the
emitter coupled to the waveguide. As we see, in the both cases, the emission spectrum has
Lorentzian shape, indicating that the system is operating in the weak interaction limit [38].
The emission spectra are red shifted as compared to the spectrum for an emitter in free space,
consistent with Fig. 4(c). We also observe a slight broadening of the spectral line. Finally, we
note that in case of 40 × 160 nm waveguide the relative photonic Lamb shift is of the order of
| δω | /ω = 10−4 . This frequency shift is 2.5 times larger than the photonic Lamb shift for an
emitter at the interface of the metal sheet (not shown here), for equivalent frequency and
metal-emitter separations.
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Fig. 4. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show photonic Lamb shifts for an emitter above the air-silver
interface as a function of frequency. The dipole moment of the quantum emitter is
perpendicular to the interface. (a) The emitter is 40 nm above the silver sheet. (b) The emitter
is 10 nm above the silver sheet. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) display photonic Lamb shifts as a
function of frequency for an emitter embedded in infinite rectangular waveguides, for different
aspect ratios of the waveguides. The emitter is assumed y polarized (see Fig. 1). (c) The
emitter is in the center of the wavegiude. (b) The emitter is 10 nm away from the top wall of
the waveguide. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) use the same color code. Figures 4(e) and 4(f) display
spontaneous emission power spectrum of the quantum emitter with resonant frequency around
the cutoff frequency of the waveguide. Blue curve - the power spectrum of an emitter coupled
to the waveguide, red curve - the emitter is embedded in the homogeneous dielectric (nd =
1.49). (e) The waveguide cross-section is 80 × 160 nm. (f) The waveguide cross-section is 40 ×
160 nm.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have analyzed the behavior of a quantum dipole emitter coupled to a
rectangular waveguide with dielectric core and silver cladding which exhibits ENZ behavior
around the fundamental mode cutoff frequency. First, by using the two-dimensional LDOS
formalism, we have defined the mode structure of the waveguide. This approach allows us to
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establish that in the center of the waveguide only the emitter with y polarized dipole couples
to the fundamental mode of the waveguide. Next, we analyzed the spontaneous emission
enhancement of a single quantum dipole emitter embedded in the waveguide core as a
function of the resonant frequency and spatial position of the emitter. To be as comprehensive
as possible, we have assumed that the emitter resonant frequency can adopt a wide range of
values, starting from frequencies below the cutoff frequency of the waveguide up to
frequencies exceeding surface plasmon frequency. We have shown that the LDOS
enhancement in the center of the waveguide with fixed height, near its frequency cutoff
increases when increasing the waveguide aspect ratio [Fig. 3(a)]. Further, we have shown that
when the resonant frequency of the emitter lies around the cutoff frequency of the waveguide
the spontaneous emission enhancement is insensitive to emitter position over a reasonably
large cross sectional area perpendicular to waveguide direction [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. It
has been previously demonstrated that around the cutoff frequency, the LDOS enhancement
does not vary along the waveguide (for a finite waveguide) [10]. Hence, the ENZ waveguide
allows one to observe a significant spontaneous emission enhancement that is nearly emitter
position insensitive. As seen in Fig. 3(a), the cutoff frequency of the waveguide can be easily
tuned by conveniently choosing the geometric parameters of the waveguide so that the
waveguide exhibits ENZ behavior for the frequencies corresponding to resonant frequencies
of typical quantum emitters. These features suggest that ENZ waveguides are promising for
observation quantum cooperative effects such as superradiance [41].
By using a rigorous quantum electrodynamic Green’s function approach, we have
calculated the photonic Lamb shifts induced by waveguide mode cutoff. Our calculations
used a dipole moment of d = 75 D, that is a characteristic value for interface fluctuation QDs.
By analyzing spatial and spectral features of the photonic Lamb shifts, we have shown that
for an emitter embedded in the center of the waveguide, 40nm away from upper and lower
walls, the calculated photonic Lamb shifts exhibit strong variation around the cutoff
frequency of the waveguide [see Fig. 4(c)]. Moreover, the comparison of Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)
has shown that that the photonic Lamb shift for an emitter in the center of the waveguide is
larger than the photonic Lamb shift of an emitter above semi-infinite metal sheet, for
equivalent emitter-metal distances. While one can attain larger photonic Lamb shifts when
shrinking emitter-metal distances [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], this gives rise to undesirable
effects, such as enhanced nonradiative decay. Moreover for small emitter-metal separations,
the electric dipole approximation, may break down because of large field gradients around
metal walls [42]. However discussion of these interesting effects lies beyond the scope of the
present paper. To summarize, we have shown that ENZ waveguides allow one to obtain
experimentally measurable Lamb shifts for frequencies of interest, and for larger emittermetal separation.
Next, we briefly survey the values of photonic Lamb shifts reported elsewhere and
compare them with our results. In Ref [12]. the photonic Lamb for an emitter with dipole
moment d = 50 D placed 28 nm above negative index metamaterial slab has been calculated,
and the relative photonic Lamb shift of the order of | δω | /ω = 3 × 10−5 has been reported. In a
photonic crystal, relative photonic Lamb shifts of the order of 10−7 , 10−6 or as high as 10−5 ,
depending on the lattice constant of the PC and the position of the emitter, for 1s → 2p
transition in the hydrogen atom (d ≈ 1.9 D) [43] have been reported [23]. Given that the
photonic Lamb shift scales as a square of the transition dipole moment [see Eq. (3)], we see
that for similar structure-emitter distances (in our case under structure one should understand
the metal walls of the waveguide) our results slightly exceed those reported in Ref [12]. For
the emitter with the dipole moment d = 75 D the relative photonic Lamb shifts in photonic
crystals would range from 10−4 to 10−2 . Recall that in the center of 40 × 160 nm waveguide,
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around the cutoff frequency, we have estimated relative photonic Lamb shifts on the order of
| δω | /ω = 10−4 .
As a concluding remark, we note that understanding frequency and position dependence
of photonic Lamb shift inside the ENZ waveguide may be useful for interpretation of
collective emission properties of pairs or arrays of quantum emitters embedded in the
waveguide core. A position and frequency-dependent Lamb shift implies, for example, that
the initial inhomogeneous broadening present in the QDs can become even more pronounced
when QDs are embedded in the waveguide core. Moreover, the cooperative behavior of
quantum emitters may drastically change, depending on the frequency dispersion of the
emitters. For example, for two coupled identical emitters the Dicke states are eigenstates of
the system, while for emitters with non-identical frequencies, this is not the case [44]. This
circumstance has a profound effect on the coupled dynamics of quantum emitters.
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